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From the policy team

F

ew transport issues
do more to push
Aucklanders’

buttons than congestion.

Introduction: Grasping the nettle
The oﬃcials in charge of Auckland’s transport strategy – including the successful
candidate in this year’s mayoral elections – must be ready to grasp the nettle when
it comes to congestion.
That’s the main take-out from the most

incoming mayor of Auckland – above even

We all experience it.

recent survey of our Auckland membership.

We all feel powerless in the

Auckland AA Members are deeply concerned

face of it. We’ve all seen it

about the relentless march of congestion,

to commit to an overt, systematic and

the perceived erosion of Auckland’s quality

sustained campaign against congestion –

of life, and the fact that no one seems to

setting targets and making them common

have their hand on the tiller.

currency, allocating greater resource, and

get steadily worse in recent years.
Congestion is the focus of Issue 6 of
Auckland Matters, and the feedback from our
Auckland Members illustrates just how much
congestion shapes how they feel about living

Not surprisingly, they rate congestion
as the number-one policy area for the

housing aﬀordability.
What’s needed is for transport oﬃcials

being much less risk-averse when it comes
to potential solutions.

in their city, and how desperate they are to
see more done about it.
Auckland’s congestion pressures need to
be seen in context: some degree of congestion
is inevitable in a growing, economically vibrant
city; and Auckland is a long way from the
gridlock seen in global mega-cities.
But that’s no reason to feel secure, and it
provides no comfort for the public.
The fact is that Auckland’s congestion
levels are in the league of much larger cities
across the Tasman and, worryingly, they’re
forecast to get a lot worse. This has serious
implications for Auckland’s economy, and for
the quality of life the city oﬀers.
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Auckland AA Members live and work all
over the city, and that’s reflected in highly
diverse commuting patterns – commuting
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All the same, our latest Member

minimise its impacts. Given Auckland’s
projected growth, this is no small task.
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What our Auckland Members are telling us
Between December 2015 and March 2016, around 1,300 AA Members from across the Auckland
region shared their views and experiences of congestion with us. Our respondents were aged
between 18 and 54 and drove to and from work. Here’s what we found:

1

A rising congestion tide

3

Growth areas a key concern

Auckland AA Members describe being caught in a rising tide

Auckland’s growth areas are a chief concern, with

of congestion. Two thirds say it has worsened significantly

respondents frustrated that the provision of transport

over the last five years, pointing to heavier and longer-

infrastructure is lagging well behind the development of

lasting peak-hour traﬃc and an ever-deteriorating inter-

housing.

peak period, both on motorways and arterial roads.

As far as Auckland AA Members are concerned, this is

The expectation among many is that the trend will

symptomatic of a city that is bursting at the seams, and a

continue over the next ten years, despite increased

public sector approach to transport planning that’s out of

investment.

touch and lacking foresight.

We need a step change, before the city comes to a grinding
halt.Each year things get worse, with travel times longer.
This cannot continue if we want a vibrant and productive city.

We don’t have the infrastructure to support such rapid growth
and the Government and Council are far too short-sighted to
see it…

– AA Member

– AA Member
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Infrastructure lags so far behind planning. Housing
developments are popping up everywhere but the motorway
from the south between Drury and Takanini hasn’t changed in
40 years.

Fears for quality of life

Many respondents say they’re close to breaking point, if

– AA Member

they haven’t reached it already. Almost half report having
seriously considered moving house or changing jobs due to
congestion, and some are leaving Auckland altogether
because of it.

4

Action expected
from city leaders

Auckland AA Members are looking to the city’s next mayor

Have you seriously considered moving house/

to take up the gauntlet. Close to 75% of respondents feel

changing jobs to avoid congestion?

that addressing congestion should be a very high or high
priority for the incoming mayor, compared to around 50%
for housing aﬀordability.

Yes
How much priority should the incoming mayor place on…?

No

Addressing Auckland’s transport congestion

ΖQFUHDVLQJKRXVLQJVXSSO\WRPDNHKRXVLQJPRUHDRUGDEOH

Supporting Auckland’s economic developement

We have bought a section in Tauranga... Abandoning
Auckland is the only way that we can see to get out of this
god-awful traﬃc situation… we want to spend our nonworking time with our daughter, not sitting in traﬃc!

0DLQWDLQLQJDQGLPSURYLQJSDUNVVSRUWVȴHOGVOLEUDULHV

Supporting community events and activities

– AA Member
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And expectations about what could/should be done are
high: two thirds of respondents would be “very frustrated”

8

in ten years’ time if congestion was held at current-day

Time savings trump
predictability

levels, even taking into account Auckland’s projected

Typically, AA Members don’t experience a great deal of

population growth.

variability in their commute – three-quarters say the
variations are only small, and are fairly predictable.
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Car’s utility wins out

Hence, travel-time savings are valued more highly than
travel-time reliability, even if they come with occasional

Consistent with census data, nearly 85% of respondents list

unexpected delays.

the car as their main way to get to work (either driving or as
passengers), with convenience, speed and reliability the
car’s main drawcards.
Around 80% indicate that they need their car during
the day or after work to carry out personal and work
commitments, and nearly 60% say they have no viable
alternative to the car.

9

Calls for smart solutions…

Smaller-scale interventions – e.g., improvements in traﬃc
light phasing and incident management, moveable median
barriers – are top of mind for Auckland AA Members when it
comes to improving the network, and (unprompted) they
tend to point to these solutions ahead of large-scale
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Yearning for better public
transport…

strategic projects. They’re also aware of, and respond to,
traﬃc information services (mainly those oﬀered via radio),
though they don’t actively seek them out.

But they wish there was a viable alternative. Time and

One ‘smart solution’ they don’t support, however, is

again, AA Members highlighted the need for better public

ramp meters. There is a widespread and deeply held view

transport (PT) services in Auckland, stressing that, if PT

that, when the impact of ramp meters on arterial roads is

worked for them, they’d use it more.

considered from a whole-of-network perspective, the

There is a strong sense among Auckland AA Members

benefits don’t stack up.

that PT – rail in particular – should play a key role in any
eﬀorts to address Auckland’s congestion.
The reason [I drive] is that there is no better option. Otherwise
I would have to take two buses or walk for an hour. If I had a
workable PT option I would take it. It is a 15-minute car
journey.
– AA Member
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…but expectations sky-high

Motorway on-ramp traﬃc lights may be helping to regulate the
flow of traﬃc onto the motorways but I don't think this
compensates for the backlog of traﬃc it creates in the
surrounding streets.
– AA Member

10 …and better driving
Auckland AA Members also highlight poor driving as a key

To be more viable, PT would have to be faster and cheaper,

cause of congestion, pointing to behaviours like erratic

as well as more reliable, frequent and convenient,

driving, inability to merge and maintain following distances,

respondents say.

and failure to keep left on motorways. Some suggest that

The message from AA Members is that PT would need to
oﬀer a level of service similar to that of the car before they’d
consider switching to it in significant numbers.
PT would take longer than me driving alone in my car with
all the congestion – if it was the same or quicker I’d consider
using it.
- AA Member

what’s needed is more investment in public education.
I’m sure Aucklanders are their own worst enemies as they
always seem to be in a rush to fill the gaps and hurry to get to
the bumper of the person in front. They refuse to leave room for
merging! I think a MAJOR public education campaign would
help.
– AA Member
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Recommendations
Here are our five recommendations for oﬃcials when it comes to congestion:

1

Commit to congestion
targets

Busway would seem an obvious candidate.
At the same time, heavy investment in park and ride
stations is required. No single step could do more to reduce

The public needs to see a statement of commitment by local

barriers to PT use, and objections on the basis of cost or

and central government to addressing congestion and, in the

concerns about induced demand are short-sighted.

first instance, this should take the form of establishing firm
congestion targets that Aucklanders can see and understand.
These should be derived from the congestion objectives set out
in the Auckland Transport Alignment Project (ATAP), and be
benchmarked against comparator cities overseas (such as

It has been 50 years since the strategy guiding Auckland’s
desperately needed.

Setting targets will help to dampen down unrealistic public
expectations – fuelled by political rhetoric promising to “solve
Auckland’s congestion” – about what can be achieved through
congestion relief.

ATAP must deliver not just a set of projects, but a
compelling story about how investing in roading will help to
manage growth and provide much-needed resilience, in a
future where the role of the private car remains every bit as
important as it is today. This story needs to be communicated

But it’ll need to be backed up by clear and sustained

visually as well as conceptually.

messaging about the impact of growth on the transport
network, and the challenges that would need to be overcome
just to hold congestion constant.
At the same time, expectations about the capacity of PT to
reduce congestion need to be kept in check, otherwise there is
a risk of a nose-dive in public support when the reality falls
short of the hype.

It would need to be supported by strong cases to justify
investment decisions, including decisions NOT to invest. If, for
instance, the programme did not include adding capacity at
motorway pinchpoints like ‘Tip Top Corner’ on SH1 South, the
public would need to be told why.
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2 Establish a dedicated
congestion unit

Super-charge existing
network

Aucklanders are reaching out for new tools that will help to lift
the performance of the existing network, and are increasingly

To deliver on the targets, we’d like to see a new, public-facing

aware of the impact their personal commuting behaviour has

congestion taskforce established, not unlike Brisbane’s

on the system as a whole. Now is the time to capitalise.

Congestion Reduction Unit. The taskforce could sit within or

Auckland Transport and NZTA are taking encouraging steps

alongside the Auckland Traﬃc Operations Centre, and its

on network optimisation, and we’d like to see the process

function would include:
•

Measuring and reporting on performance against targets

•

Developing and sharing with the public a programme of

super-charged. That means ramping up investment in
small-scale physical infrastructure (like re-configuring lanes
to remove bottlenecks) and in intelligent transport systems,

congestion-busting projects (most of which would be

particularly in relation to traﬃc light phasing, traveller

smaller-scale interventions)

information and tools to increase vehicle occupancy.

Carrying out post-construction assessments of these

This should go hand-in-hand with a much bolder

projects, to demonstrate a track-record of success on
congestion relief, and that taxpayer/ratepayer investment
is delivering value for money

3

Tell the roading story

current roading network was developed, and a new vision is

Perth).

•

4

approach – talking a lot more to the public about what they
do and why, and not letting the fear of being wrong prevent
them from trying new approaches and/or changing course

Make PT work for people

if things aren’t working.
An ideal starting point would be to trial turning oﬀ

Achieving a tectonic shift in public attitudes to PT will entail

Auckland’s ramp meters for a set period of time (e.g., a week),

adapting the system to meet the needs of users – particularly

to demonstrate to a sceptical public that the network-wide

the nearly 85% of users who typically drive to work – not

benefits stack up.

adapting the behaviour of the user to meet the needs of the
system.

For more information contact:

PT projects delivering travel times that directly compete

Barney Irvine
Principal Advisor – Infrastructure
T. +64 9 966 8608
M. +64 27 839 9309

with the times drivers currently experience should be given
priority, particularly when they connect to previously
unserviced parts of the city. The proposed Northwestern
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